An overview of the Hepatitis C control plan in Qatar
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Abstract
Since the development and approval of new direct-acting antiviral (DAA) drugs, chronic hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection is now considered a curable disease. However, the emphasis on DAA therapies might disregard other preventive measures, and limits the strategy for a clinical cure rather than comprehensive disease control. The Qatar National plan for HCV control was launched in December 2014 to prioritize and proactively manage HCV with the ultimate aim of eliminating viral hepatitis. The plan is based on four pillars: primary prevention, early detection, clinical management, and continuous monitoring. This report describes the activities undertaken in Qatar to prepare for the programme and the early results of its initial phase, given the fact that countries with comprehensive HCV plans are providing better access to care and prevention.
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Background
Awareness of the importance of HCV has grown significantly in the last few years and countries perceive the present moment as a window of opportunity to set out more ambitious plans to tackle HCV. The position of the World Health Organization (WHO) in recognizing HCV as an international health problem is of vital importance for creating this awareness (1). Hepatitis C has a huge social and economic impact on patients and communities. Studies have concluded
that HCV patients report financial insecurity, internalized shame and social rejection, regardless of the method of HCV acquisition or socioeconomic status (2). Individuals with hepatitis C and those at risk may be exposed to stigmatization, discrimination and social marginalization. This could impede their access to hepatitis services. Hepatitis interventions are most effective when they occur in appropriate social, legal, policy and institutional environments, which encourage and enable people to access and use services. Effective hepatitis programmes are dependent on the uninterrupted supply of quality-assured vaccines, medicines, diagnostics and other commodities (3). The Global Hepatitis Report 2017 stated that the prices of medicines and diagnostics are the key drivers that influence the economic analysis of viral hepatitis elimination plans (4).

Qatar is among countries characterized by low prevalence of HCV, but it continues to cause a public health challenge. This is mainly due to the serious complications of undiagnosed cases of Hepatitis C, namely hepatocellular carcinoma and liver cirrhosis. The State of Qatar is committed to implement internationally recognized resolutions and decisions in this area. This is not an easy task as the population of Qatar is rapidly growing with an influx of expatriates from hepatitis high-burden countries.

The Qatar National plan for HCV control was launched in December 2014, elaborated by a group of stakeholders from the Qatar Ministry of Public Health (MoPH) and Hamad Medical Corporation (HMC), and approved and adopted by the Qatar government (Minister of Health). In 2017, WHO took a step forward to support the development and implementation of national multisectoral policies and strategies for Hepatitis prevention and control in Qatar, based on the local epidemiological context. Since many countries are working on the action plan to address HCV, different methodologies, processes and ways to move forward have been identified. Therefore, the analysis and comparison of the Qatar plan may offer an opportunity to accelerate the development and implementation of new national plans.

**Diagnosis of the problem and action plan**

One of the major challenges to achieving a comprehensive approach to hepatitis C control is the development of information systems; diagnosis of the problem remains the primary bottleneck in achieving the Global Health Sector Strategy. Two large-scale epidemiological studies were carried out in Qatar in 2013 (5,6), which included 13 704 participants. The aim of these studies was to determine the magnitude of the problem in collaboration with the Center for Disease Analysis (CDA), to quantify the disease burden of hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection, and develop strategies for control in Qatar (5). These studies showed a viremia prevalence of 2% among general populations and prevalence was highest in the oldest age group in the study (55–65 years). Similar to many countries in the Region, the prevalence was higher in males than
females, with predominant Genotype 1 followed by genotype 4 among Qataris, while genotype 4 is the predominant among the general population. These findings informed the screening and treatment policy and helped in adjusting planning accordingly. Liver transplant was performed for an average 13 cases/year.

To respond to the HCV situation, Qatar formulated a national hepatitis technical working group that comprises a group of experts from various institutes in Qatar contributing to HCV care and control. It represents the prime technical forum that develops the strategic directions for HCV control in Qatar aimed at HCV elimination.

The technical group analyzed disease burden and obtained an overview of hepatitis C in Qatar by implementing public screening campaigns using mobile laboratories in various categories and locations including: healthcare workers, unemployed individuals, unmarried individuals, police and army clinics, airline cabin crew, domestic labourers, primary healthcare centres, prisoners, oil and gas sector clinics. The technical group subsequently established guidelines that ensure continuity of care, self-management, training programmes, improve coordination between health professionals, facilitate access to treatment with improved adherence to treatment, assist clinical decision-making and education for patients and families.

Actions taken in Qatar include continuous upgrading of infrastructure, HMC guidelines, development of an information system for both surveillance and patient registry in MoPH, establishment of a website for patients’ data, securing and tailoring therapy, organizing programme training courses for family physicians and other healthcare workers (HCW), and establishing a continuous monitoring system of positive cases to ensure treatment and re-treatment of relapses.

All confirmed positive cases are referred to a focal registry point in MoPH, which in turn should refer such cases to the HMC hepatology team. All cases should be tested for viremia and positive cases scheduled for treatment within a month from date of screening. All patients have their HCV DAA drugs free of charge. The Qatar Red Crescent has collaborated with HMC and MoPH in the provision of DAA free of charge for all expatriate HCV cases.

In the area of HCV prevention, the technical working group implemented a number of activities to raise awareness of the successful treatability of HCV and thus remove stigma. These include mass media campaigns, promotion of World Hepatitis day, awareness campaigns accompanying HCV screening in public areas, information for HCWs and awareness campaigns for charitable societies.
The political commitment was crucial for the success of the action plan, which was referred to and approved by MoPH and supervised by WHO. The technical group, in conjunction with the Ministry of Labour and Social affairs, established a fund for hepatitis control and elimination in Qatar, financed by donors, charities, Qatar Red Crescent, and drug companies. The technical group also recognized the importance of establishment of measurable objectives in order to evaluate progress of the plan.

**The main obstacles**
The main challenge for HCV control in Qatar is how to address specific populations such as drug users, where social discrimination based on religious and other factors make it difficult to reach such groups. Similarly with prisoners, who are known to have a higher prevalence of HCV due to various factors such as risky sexual behaviour and drug use. One of the most important populations are expatriates; Qatar has a diverse, dynamic and rapidly growing population and this growth will continue to rise as the FIFA World Cup 2022 approaches. The majority of the expatriate population comes from high hepatitis C endemic countries. WHO indicated in its 2017 Global Hepatitis Report that individuals migrating from countries with a high prevalence of HBV or HCV infection to countries with a low prevalence play an important role in the epidemiology of the disease. Currently, the epidemiological data and hepatitis burden among expatriates in Qatar are not adequate and forms one of the main challenges facing the government. However, there is strong political commitment towards achieving universal access goals for hepatitis-related services, regardless of patient nationality and emphasizing health as a basic human right for all.

**Outcomes of the Qatar plan**
Implementation of this plan resulted in improvement of HCV information systems, epidemiological surveillance and patient Registration. A follow-up screening campaign was conducted in 2016, which included 7665 participants, of which 21% were Qataris. The prevalence showed a decrease from 2% in previous studies to 0.82% among the total population, and reduced prevalence among Qataris from 0.8% to 0.2%.

An important outcome is the implementation of awareness raising and screening campaigns targeting population groups at risk, primarily among intravenous drug users and prisoners, which are potentially high-risk and vulnerable populations in Qatar. During May 2017, a total of 533 prisoners were screened. The prevalence was found to be 2.06% and all positive cases received DAA medication. This prevalence was higher than the prevalence among the general population. Moreover, the most affected age group among the prisoners was 20–30 years, which showed a prevalence of 6.7%; this is at variance with the general population where older age groups were affected. The higher prevalence levels among prisoners may reflect risky
sexual behaviour and/or drug use. Without the mass screening programme of prisoners in Qatar, a large number of infected patients would remain undetected or diagnosed late. In accordance with Jovanovic et al. (6), we found that developing a targeted programme for detection and treatment of HCV among the prisoner population should be integrated in any efficient national programme.

Qatar has achieved very high rates of treatment outcomes. 278 patients were treated with Peg-IFN based therapies in 2014 with a response rate of 55%, and defiant follow-up monitoring. 1959 positive cases were detected through screening, 88% of which received treatment under DAA with a response rate of 95.5%. Through more efficient monitoring systems, it was detected that 12% lost follow-up, of which 10% had died or exited the country. The remaining cases were contacted by coordinators and re-scheduled for treatment.

Qatar is small country in terms of geographical area. This feature gives the country the opportunity to centralize all confirmatory testing and HCV treatment within HMC hepatology department, and allows greater control over the quality of treatment and monitoring of HCV patients. The other distinct feature is the availability of HCV testing and free treatment for all patients in Qatar including expatriates, and made possible by Qatar Red Crescent. Data on hepatitis C presented at the World Hepatitis Summit (WHS) in Sao Paulo, Brazil, in November 2017, showed that Qatar is one of nine countries successfully on course to eliminate hepatitis C by 2030.

**Conclusion**

Qatar’s national plan for the elimination of hepatitis is demonstrating greater effectiveness in the control of the disease. However, there are still a diversity of approaches currently taken to address the burden of disease according to local demands. Optimal treatment strategies should be accompanied by a prevention plan and epidemiological surveillance and research. In the absence of HCV vaccine, all countries should strengthen organized prevention and harm reduction programmes to maximize the reduction of infection rates through social awareness campaigns.
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